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1. Activities Since the Last Report (Board Meeting):

   a. December
      i. Zoom with Nick from PESB – including CTE training in principal/superintendent preparation programs
      ii. WACTA professional development Zoom meeting
      iii. Zoom – Kevin Smith, Renton
      iv. Weekly Staff Zoom
      v. Online Summit – “School Climate Right”
      vi. Association of Washington Business (AWB) Zoom – leg priorities input
      vii. Weekly Officer Zoom
      viii. Day in Olympia at office, signing checks and ‘touching base’ with office activities
      ix. Secondary CTE Advisory Committee OSPI – Initial Zoom meeting
      x. Work-Integrated Learning Advisory Comm. Zoom – state taskforce
      xi. OSPI Information Zoom –
      xii. ACTE State Leaders Zoom

   b. January
      i. Weekly Staff Zoom
      ii. Weekly Officer Zoom
      iii. CityU CTE Admin Zoom w/ Teri Poff
      iv. Weekly “Open Leg Comm” Zoom – first meeting for Leg Session
      v. Stakeholder Zoom with MJ Bolt of State Board of Education
      vi. WA-ACTE professional development Comm Zoom – first of the year, Summer Conference begins now
      vii. Opened FAME Zoom
      viii. WaSTEM Coalition Zoom pre-session
      ix. CTE OSPI Zoom meeting
      x. Zoom with OSPI Gov Relations & CTE Division
      xi. NEDA Zoom – NPS 2021 planning information
      xii. Sen Rivers Zoom office meeting – CTSO funding return
      xiii. Weekly Staff Zoom
      xiv. Rep Stonier Zoom office meeting – CTSO funding return support
      xv. Rep Paul zoom office meeting – CTSO funding and upcoming session
      xvi. Weekly Officer Zoom
      xvii. Open Leg Comm Zoom – Week 1 of session
      xviii. WaSTEM Coalition Zoom
      xix. Rep McCaslin Zoom office meeting – CTSO funding
      xx. ACTE State Leaders Zoom
      xxi. Weekly Staff Zoom
      xxii. Rep Caldier Zoom meeting – CTSO funding
      xxiii. Weekly Officer Zoom
      xxiv. Open Leg Comm Zoom – Week 2
      xxv. Work-Integrated Learning Advisory Comm. Zoom – state taskforce
      xxvi. WA-ACTE professional development Comm Zoom
      xxvii. WaSTEM Coalition Zoom
      xxviii. NEDA Zoom
      xxix. Weekly Staff Zoom
      xxx. Weekly Officer Zoom
      xxxi. Monthly Zoom Check-in with OSPI-CTE, w/ Becky Wallace
      xxxii. Washington ACTE Executive Board Meeting - Zoom